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Executive Summary of Dialogue Notes 
 
These are some highlights from the notes gathered from the 10 sites across the state.  Several 
sites had 2 or 3 breakout groups, so this summary represents a condensation of at least 15 
different sets of notes.  The original page with dialogue questions and background facts that 
was distributed to participants is appended to the end, followed by a more complete compilation 
of the notes received. 

 
1. Nuclear Power: What is the role – both near- and long-term – of nuclear power in 

helping to achieve CT’s emissions reduction goals?   

 While opinions on when nuclear should be phased out ranged from “before the current 
permits expire” to “apply for further permit extension,” the majority of participants 
seemed to advocate for maintaining nuclear generation for the life of current permits 
while working to significantly build out the capacity of renewables.  Wanting to avoid 
replacing Millstone with natural gas generation, participants recognized the need for a 
combination of other energy sources. 

 Much concern was expressed about safety and waste disposal for nuclear facilities, as 
well as the lack of consideration of “life cycle” impacts of nuclear energy in 
characterizing it as “emissions free.” 

 Several groups noted that nuclear is heavily subsidized and wondered whether/when 
those subsidies might be redirected toward renewables, while at least one group 
recognized the possible need to help “stabilize” the nuclear industry to prevent Millstone 
from shutting down early.  At least one group noted that the passage of a carbon tax 
would help nuclear energy be more cost competitive vis-à-vis fossil fuels. 

2. Natural Gas: What is the role – both near- and long-term – for natural gas in helping 
to achieve CT’s emissions reduction goals? 

 Broad consensus that CT should focus on expanding renewables and not make further 
investments in natural gas infrastructure, with particular concerns expressed about the 
proposed pipeline expansion (as hindering achievement of the state’s climate goals) but 
also noting three proposed new gas generating plants in CT.   

 A few groups recognized a short-term role for natural gas as a “bridge fuel” but opposed 
further expansion of infrastructure, recommending demand reduction measures to 
address peak demand challenges.  One exception was the recognition that fuel cells 
provide an efficient use of natural gas. 

 As with nuclear discussion, significant concern expressed about the lack of 
consideration of life cycle impacts (emissions as well as other environmental impacts), 
especially related to fracking. 

 Some concern expressed about the current fuel-switching programs, advocating for the 
elimination of incentives or at least the implementation of energy efficiency measures 
prior to switching any building to natural gas heat. 
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3. Economic Development and Jobs:  In evaluating different paths to achieve our 
climate goals, how much priority should be given to in-state job potential? 

 Broad consensus that expanding local jobs in energy efficiency and renewables should 
be a high priority.  Local job creation and other economic benefits should be key factors 
in evaluating alternative proposals (which climate solutions create the most jobs and are 
they short-term or long-term jobs?). 

 Highlighting the local benefits of renewables (job creation, democratization of energy, 
resiliency) can help secure support from local communities for the state’s climate action 
plan.   

 Several groups also identified in-state job training and cross-sector partnerships as 
critical for ensuring that initiatives lead to jobs for CT residents.  Recognizing that 
economic development and energy planning need to be integrated, one group affirmed 
the important role of DECD. 

 Investments in public transit were highlighted as an economic development strategy, 
with support for complementing existing commuter rail with light rail and expanded 
CTfastrak. 

4. Air Quality & Equity Concerns: All of the questions above also have equity 
dimensions.  What impacts would various choices have on urban communities (with 
large minority and low-income populations), where climate change will exacerbate 
already poor air quality and further stretch public services and aging infrastructure?  
How might we prioritize measures that will have the greatest local impact in these 
communities in the near-term? 

 Many groups highlighted the critical role that shared solar could serve for low-income 
households. 

 Improved public transit and transit-oriented development was another common 
response: electrifying city buses; affordable housing near transit stations; connecting 
people to jobs. Improved land use planning could encourage creation of higher density 
neighborhoods/redevelopment and multi-modal transit as alternative to urban sprawl. 

 Expanding energy efficiency programs in urban and low-income housing identified as a 
priority, with particular emphasis on multi-family rental properties and public housing; will 
require improved coordination among agencies. 

 This question prompted the recognition of a connection between urban and rural low-
income communities, both of which have a high concentration of power plants and 
polluting industry, as well as high rates of asthma (Windham County has highest 
childhood asthma rates in the state). 

5. Other Important Considerations for the GC3 to incorporate into their evaluation of 
the modeling scenarios? 

 Broad consensus on the importance of energy efficiency and demand reduction 

 Grid modernization and decentralization 

 Need to pursue offshore wind and address local resistance 

 Role of hydropower, fuel cells, geothermal 

 GC3 also needs to set near-term goals - more meaningful for people 

 Potential impact of a carbon tax 
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1. Nuclear Power: What is the role – both near- and long-term – of nuclear 
power in helping to achieve CT’s emissions reduction goals?   

 The current permits for Millstone’s two nuclear units will expire in 2035 and 
2045.  These dates already include an approved 20-year extension beyond 
their original 40-year permits.  A second permit extension would give the 
units an 80-year lifetime. 

 Millstone accounts for nearly half of CT’s in-state generating capacity 
(about 2,100 MW), and about 15% of the region’s electricity supply.   

 When Millstone shuts down, the region will need to replace that generating 
capacity with other sources of power.  What should that transition look 
like? 

 

2. Natural Gas: What is the role – both near- and long-term – for natural 
gas in helping to achieve CT’s emissions reduction goals? 

 To meet CT’s goal of an 80% emissions reduction by 2050, natural gas 
(and other fossil fuels) will likely need to be limited to no more than 20% of 
the total energy mix.  Which sector (electric, residential, industrial, 
commercial, or transportation) should get priority for that 20%? 

 The proportion of the region’s electricity that comes from plants burning 
natural gas has more than tripled since 2000, with natural gas now 
accounting for about half of the region’s electricity supply.  The expanded 
natural gas capacity has displaced coal- and oil-fired plants, resulting in 
reduced local emissions of carbon and other pollutants. 

 CT has been encouraging homeowners and businesses to upgrade 
heating systems from oil to natural gas to reduce local emissions. 

 The state’s annual greenhouse gas emissions attributed to natural gas 
capacity already exceed the total economy-wide emissions allowable 
under the 2050 climate goal. 

 

3. Economic Development and Jobs:  In evaluating different paths to 
achieve our climate goals, how much priority should be given to in-state 
job potential? 

 Developing in-state solar and wind power will require a significant 
investment of funds, but it will also create local jobs. 

 Off-shore wind is currently more expensive than on-shore wind, but it 
provides electricity more consistently because of a more consistent sea 
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breeze.  Building off-shore wind near the CT coast would create local 
construction jobs, but off-shore wind has faced concerns and political 
resistance over aesthetic and environmental impacts.  Should we 
encourage off-shore wind development along the CT coastline? 

 Shifting from gasoline and diesel vehicles to electric vehicles is a major 
component of CT’s plan to reduce transportation emissions (40% of the 
state’s total emissions).  A focus on shifting more automobile passengers 
to mass transit systems is another approach that will have a very different 
economic development “footprint”. 

 Emphasizing fuel cell technologies (e.g., combined heat and power or fuel 
cell vehicles) can have a positive local economic impact due to CT’s fuel 
cell manufacturing facilities. 

 

4. Air Quality & Equity Concerns: All of the questions above also have 
equity dimensions.  What impacts would various choices have on urban 
communities (with large minority and low-income populations), where 
climate change will exacerbate already poor air quality and further 
stretch public services and aging infrastructure?  How might we prioritize 
measures that will have the greatest local impact in these communities 
in the near-term? 
 

 We know that we need to electrify our transportation system – both 
passenger vehicles and transit vehicles.  The majority of transit vehicles 
are in urban areas.  Prioritizing the conversion of buses (including school 
buses) away from diesel could have an immediate impact on urban air 
quality. 

 Heat pumps are more efficient alternatives to oil and natural gas furnaces 
and boilers, and they have no local emissions.  Heat pumps are currently 
more expensive to buy, but they are cheaper to run.  Should we seek ways 
to accelerate the expanded use of heat pumps in urban communities?   

 How can we support expanded access to distributed solar electricity in 
urban areas where single-family rooftop solar panels aren’t an option?  

 

5. Other Important Considerations for the GC3 to incorporate into their 
evaluation of the modeling scenarios? 

 

 

An online response form is available at: bit.ly/GC3-July26-form 
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Governor’s Council on Climate Change (GC3) July 26th Stakeholder Event 
Compilation of Notes from Group Dialogues at Ten Sites and some online submissions 

 

*Denotes a position or statement noted more than once  
(The more *’s, the more prevalent the general comment) 

 
Sub-bullets used to group similar statements made by different groups 

 
1. Nuclear Power: What is the role – both near-and long-term – of nuclear power in helping to 
achieve CT’s emissions reduction goals? 
 

 *****Nuclear is heavily subsidized – can the subsidies be redirected, at least in the future? 
o Would like to see cost comparison of providing nuclear subsidies vs. equivalent 

investment in solar, including community solar 

 *****Nuclear waste is a problem that needs to be solved 
o *Safety is a concern 
o It’s also a multigenerational issue (waste to be dealt with “later”) 

 ***Immediate removal of nuclear not recommended  
o *****Keep current nuclear generation in place while working to significantly build 

out renewable capacity 
 May need to help stabilize nuclear industry so they don’t shut down 

prematurely 
o **Let nuclear permits expire as scheduled  

 ***Phase out nuclear before permits expire – some want to see a phase-out schedule  

 *Not “pro-nuclear” but recognition that nuclear doesn’t directly emit greenhouse gases 
o  “nuclear won’t be our savior” 

 *Apply for further permit extension at Millstone 
o Nuclear power should not be phased out until ALL fossil fuels are eliminated in both 

energy use and transportation. Consider building additional reactor; likely that 
nuclear could be part of the energy mix for much of this century. 

 What are the feasible alternatives to nuclear?  
o **No single source will be able to replace nuclear, will need to be a combination of 

energy sources  
 Could hydro, battery storage, tidal power and/or fuel cells together 

generate enough energy? 
o Decommissioned nuclear plants could provide space for renewables? 

 *Discussion does not take into account the life cycle impacts of nuclear (minimum 
decommissioning, new construction, etc.) 

o *Impacts of mining uranium – should not be considered a renewable resource 
o Also has high costs of construction, maintenance, etc. 

 Nuclear becomes more economically feasible if a carbon tax is implemented 
 
2. Natural Gas: What is the role – both near-and long-term – for natural gas in helping to achieve 
CT’s emissions reduction goals? 
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 ********Focus needs to be on increasing renewables and not on further investments in 
natural gas 

o More incentives for renewables, eliminate incentives for switching to natural gas  

 *******Concerns about natural gas pipeline expansion – will not enable CT to meet its 
long-term goals and investment should not be made now  

o What are the costs of continuing to rely on natural gas – health, community 
impacts, the environment, etc.  

o Moratorium on natural gas? 
o NIMBYism (“not in my backyard” is a huge challenge with pipeline expansion) 

 ******Need to consider life cycle impacts, particularly methane leakage, of natural gas 
extraction (e.g., impacts of fracking is a concern) 

 ***CT has been transitioning away from coal and oil = more natural gas, which is more 
efficient and cleaner-burning than coal and oil 

o CT has committed to natural gas – there are 3 new proposed plants, as well as 
proposed pipeline expansion 

 ****Natural gas is a short-term solution (e.g. “bridge fuel”), but infrastructure should not 
be expanded 

 *Carbon tax is needed  

 The proposed natural gas pipeline expansion is to address peak demand – should focus on 
peak shaving instead (reducing demand at peak times through behavior changes and 
technology) 

 Bring storage to existing facilities and expand lines to residential and commercial districts 
to reduce heating oil use. 

o Before switching buildings to natural gas, first implement energy efficiency 
measures 

 Bridgeport Fuel Cell using natural gas is an example of efficiency 

 Potential role of propane 
 
How to allocate the fossil fuels that could continue to be used while achieving the state’s climate 
goal (estimated at 20% of the total energy mix) (Note: multiple locations reported confusion about 
this question, but for those who answered it directly, their comments are summarized below) 

 ****Prioritize natural gas for electric sector – maximizes efficiency, and also subject to 
regulations 

o *Co-generation and district heating should be priorities for heating usage – large 
institutions should take the lead in adopting these technologies  

 Should be allocated to residential sector because it is the hardest sector to change over 

 Transportation use of natural gas should not be a priority, not as efficient 

 Long-haul trucking could be a priority 
o Transportation discussion at GC3 does not address emissions from heavy-duty 

trucks  
o There may be cost/technology limits in transitioning to CNG/LNG for long-haul 

trucking 
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3. Economic Development and Jobs:  In evaluating different paths to achieve our climate goals, 
how much priority should be given to in-state job potential? 
 

 *********Increasing local jobs in energy efficiency and renewables is important  
o **Benefits of local renewable energy development: job creation, democratization 

of energy, more resilient, helps gain buy-in 
 **It’s critical for the state to gain support from communities in CT for 

renewables and other climate mitigation strategies, and local job 
creation/economic development is key to getting buy-in 

o *Local jobs and other benefits to the state’s economy (which climate solutions 
create the most jobs?) should be key factors in evaluating proposed projects and 
initiatives 

 Is job creation short term or long term? Distinction is important  
o Increase HES program as it supports local jobs 
o *More solar (including community solar and microgrids) needed on large public and 

private roofs (e.g., some retailers are already moving in this direction) and unused 
land – creates local jobs 

 ****In-state job training is also key if we want in-state jobs 
o Need for partnerships across sectors, especially related to infrastructure, education, 

etc. 
 Economic development and energy planning need to go hand in hand – 

DECD should be at the table 
 the key is that economic development should drive energy policy, not the 

other way around 
 Metro Hartford Alliance could be a partner in job recruitment 
 **Training programs and incentives for companies that design, sell, 

manufacture, install, service, and repair wind power and photovoltaic 
components and systems should be tied together so that we create a pool of 
talented, skilled individuals and an ecosystem of partners that provide an 
attractive resource for employers and innovators (both home grown and 
imported talent). 

 *Public transit investments as an economic driver  
o **Support for supplementing Metro-North with light rail 
o Increase use of CTfastrak and other forms of mass transit 
o Connect statewide bus service to small local circulator bus systems. 

 *Not a lot of on-shore wind potential in CT, more in other northeast states – should still 
use wind energy, even if it doesn’t directly lead to more CT jobs 

 Challenges in implementing offshore wind – competing economic uses of Long Island 
Sound 

 Look for synergies among technologies: The same electrochemistry that supports fuel cells 
can also be used for sensor technology. The fuel processing section is essentially a modular 
packaged chemical plant. The same suppliers could be used to develop community scale 
bio-refineries, waste- to-energy plants, etc. 
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 There may be tradeoffs between potentially higher cost of local distributed generation vs. 
lower cost utility-scale generation of renewables out-of-state 

 Biggest energy efficiency savings are in the commercial and industrial sectors – will save 
companies money over the long-term, which can be used to hire more employees 

 Expansion of fuel cells, particularly since technology exists in CT 
 
4. Air Quality & Equity Concerns: What impacts would various choices have on urban 
communities (with large minority and low-income populations)?  How might we prioritize 
measures that will have the greatest local impact in these communities in the near-term? 
 

 *******Shared solar with incentives for low-income households is critical 

 ****Electric city buses in low-income communities to improve air quality and support 
increased use of mass-transit  

o Without raising fares 

 ****How to incentivize building owners to adopt energy efficiency measures when tenants 
pay electric bills  

o **Policy changes needed to encourage energy efficiency and renewables for multi-
families and apartment complexes 

 *Need coordination among government agencies to achieve this 
 Potential role for municipal ordinances for energy efficiency? 
 How to overcome health and safety roadblocks in energy efficiency 

retrofits? 
o *There are health and other co-benefits of doing energy retrofits for tenants 
o Public housing should be energy efficient and install solar, where possible  

 ***Energy efficiency subsidies should reach low-income communities, not just middle and 
upper classes 

 ****Need to expand the use of heat pumps, especially in urban and low-income 
communities 

 *Mass transit opportunities need to connect people to jobs  
o *Incentives for consumers to encourage mass transit and discourage driving 
o Need more affordable housing in areas with mass transit (i.e., transit-oriented 

development) 
o Mass-transit requires huge investments in infrastructure – would require a lot of 

subsidies  

 *More EV charging stations, and make sure they are accessible 

 *Carbon tax (or carbon fee-and-dividend) could help address equity concerns 

 *Land-use planning should not be overlooked – create higher density 
neighborhoods/redevelopments with multi-modal transit and more thoughtful planning to 
capitalize on smart growth  

o Too much urban sprawl in CT to be able to make a significant shift toward mass 
transit and away from single-occupant vehicles  

 Equity concerns are a win-win, in that the areas with the greatest population densities are 
the areas which also have the most potential to quickly reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  

 Need to do more to address environmental justice concerns  
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o Industry sites polluting plants and factories in low-income communities, both rural 
and urban  

 *Regulations on wood burning stoves in residential sector because of air pollutants, but 
large power plants generate much more air pollution 

 Windham County has the highest childhood asthma rates in the state – is it connected to 
concentration of natural gas plants?  

 State budget cuts have diminished Green Bank’s ability to assist low to medium income 
households 
 

5. Other Important Considerations for the GC3 to incorporate into their evaluation of the 
modeling scenarios? 
 

 *********Consensus on increasing energy efficiency (and some pointed out this issue was 
not directly addressed in the discussion questions) 

o *More stringent (and energy efficient) building codes 
o Many state buildings are energy inefficient – “lead by example” program needs 

improvement 

 ***Need to modernize electric grid – more distributed generation 
o *Grid decentralization and shared solar 
o Recognition that there are many vested interests (e.g., utilities) in the status quo 
o How to encourage (support?) utility companies so they can make necessary changes 

for grid modernization 
o Micro grids and decentralized grid to also improve resiliency  
o Energy generation isn’t always local, based on a regional grid – need for advocacy 

on a regional scale 
o *Look to states like CA and NY for comprehensive energy planning  (NY’s Reforming 

the Energy Vision (REV) is changing ratepayer design)  

 ****Address local resistance to offshore wind to expand wind generation 
o “Would you rather have eye-sores or coastal flooding?” 

 ***Don’t underestimate the power of behavioral changes to reduce energy demands – 
needs to be incorporated into analysis as well (Note: a few groups raised the issue of 
behavioral change during discussion of specific questions, but those comments grouped 
here) 

o How to best motivate people? In times of crisis, people come together and can 
change quickly (e.g., WWII) 

o Significant emissions originate from "consumer choices" in such areas of 
transportation, housing and the purchase, use and disposal of consumer goods.  
Policies that decrease the number of miles driven, the emission impact of consumer 
goods, and the choice of housing will help achieve the CT emission reduction goals. 

o State incentives for grid modernization are important 
 What legislative changes are needed? 

 *Climate change will likely be the greatest public health threat of our time.  In addition to 
impacts on air quality, negative impacts on our water resources, increased vector borne 
diseases such as Lyme and Zika and increased incidence of emotional stress are predicted.  
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Aggressive interim targets for GHG reductions will help to address the public health 
impacts of climate change. 

 Need a compelling vision for a future of vibrant, healthy communities with opportunity for 
all and to make a case that the best way to achieve those goals is a low carbon economy. 

 *Land use planning 
o Land use and soil management will ultimately determine the carbon balance. While 

these may be difficult to in terms of GHG accounting, it is important to promote 
best practices even if the outcome is not included in the GHG accounting. 

 *Didn’t discuss the role of hydro 
o Hydro-electric is a clean technology, but it has serious environmental 

consequences.  It’s a valid part of our energy mix today, but GC3 should take a 
position against expansion of hydro power. 

 *What role will fuel cells play in the future, and what are their environmental impacts? 

 Costs and benefits of each energy type should be compared as equally as possible, and 
using the same metrics  

o Every technology has costs – how aggressive does CT want to be in achieving its 
climate goals? 

o Incorporating “true” cost (human health, etc.) of each type of energy  

 How to address federal fossil fuel subsidies? 

 GC3 should set near-term goals to be more meaningful to people (less abstract) 
o Promote a positive “can-do” attitude for meeting goals 

 The GC3’s emphasis on metrics is important – it holds political officials responsible for 
acting  

 GC3 should take some positions on how funding might be acquired to achieve some of 
these goals: carbon tax, higher gasoline tax, higher taxes on fossil fuel sourced electricity, 
should all be considered 

o How can taxes be used to encourage greater adoption of clean energy 

 CT is  “overdue” for a larger investment to ramp up solar at all levels 
o Massachusetts has deployed more solar – solar farms, installations on state lands, 

alongside highways, atop landfills, etc. 
o Solar is a technology not a fuel – and fuels are more volatile, especially in global 

markets  

 Manufacturing and construction emissions related to going zero carbon are going to 
initially add to global emissions. Therefore we need to disproportionately lower emissions 
in other sectors as broadly, deeply and quickly as possible. 

 Negative impacts of using agricultural lands for solar farms – concern that the valuable land 
would not return to its original use 

 Rural areas in CT needed to be a part of the dialogue (comment came from one of rural 
satellite locations) 

 
Specific strategies or ideas offered (Note: some of these comments came up in notes from other 
questions, but grouped here) 

 *Carbon fee-and-dividend  

 *Geothermal solutions, especially for new construction 
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 Install solar roofs over state parking lots 

 Distributed generation is an opportunity to reduce transmission costs  

 CT legislature should pass residential PACE (Property Assessed Clean Energy) program 

 Implement congestion pricing for roadways  

 More EV workplace charging stations, especially incorporated into new developments 

 Policies to support emerging zero-emission technologies 

 Are there opportunities to support combined solar and wind technology 

 Increase composting across the state 
 
Specific questions for the GC3/NESCAUM: 

 *Why is the GC3 not directly taking into consideration full lifecycle costs of sources of 
energy generation 

 *Not factoring in carbon sequestration – why not? 

 Why doesn’t the LEAP model take into account methane leakage from natural gas 
pipelines? 

 Increased sales of natural gas overseas – will this have an impact on domestic supply? 

 Has a carbon fee-and-divided been incorporated into economics? 
o See Citizens Climate Lobby for resources  

 Have the federal subsidies for nuclear been factored into the economics – without those 
subsidies, nuclear may be the most expensive  

 Are we accounting for GHG emissions from other states in the region? 

 Growing dependence on technology and increasing energy needs in the future – is this 
factored in to GC3 analysis? 


